Cognitive control during sentence generation.
Sentence generation involves selecting the right words out of multiple co-activated representations for the right utterance positions. This selection process is hypothesized to involve cognitive control. Previous research has linked cognitive control during language processing to regions within the frontal lobe, including the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC). We examined the neural correlates of word and sentence generation to determine whether these cognitive control regions were activated more for sentences than words. We also manipulated the phonological overlap between nouns in the sentence to determine whether cognitive control recruitment increased under phonological competition. Whole-brain analysis revealed increased activation in the ACC and bilateral frontal cortex for sentences over words. Region of interest analysis revealed an effect of phonological competition within the ACC. Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis further showed that functional connectivity within a task-maintenance network increased under phonological competition. These results suggest a role for conflict detection and monitoring during sentence generation, which is consistent with a theoretical framework incorporating domain-general cognitive control processes into language processing.